
What is Relativity Fest?

Every year, thousands from the e-discovery and 
compliance communities attend Relativity Fest to discover 
faster, better ways to work. It's the premier conference of 
its kind. The conference challenges attendees to rethink 
how they conduct e-discovery and compliance with 
engaging panel discussions, hands-on exercises,  
breakout sessions, and insights from leaders in the 
industry – from federal judges and analysts to Relativity 
super users and developers. 

A digital pass for Relativity Fest 2022 provides access 
from October 27-28 (October 28-29 AEST).

Take a look at what the conference has offered in the past 
for an idea of what to expect in 2022.

Actionable Education

Relativity Fest is more than just great ideas. You’ll leave 
with tactical ways to work smarter and grow your services 
or skills.

• 50+ educational sessions
• 2 hands-on exercises 
• 4 RCE credits
• 7 CLE credits

New Connections

Whether you’re attending in person or virtually, you’ll have 
plenty of opportunities to meet and connect with others in 
the industry.

• 2,000+ attendees
• Built-in networking opportunities

A Fresh Perspective

Relativity Fest brings together professionals from every 
discipline, helping you see tough problems in a new way.

• Lit Support 
• Law Firms
• Corporations
• Compliance Teams
• Government Agencies
• Developers
• Industry Analysts
• Federal Judges
• Relativity Team

Ready to get started? Register now or reach out to 
relativityfest@relativity.com with any questions.

JUSTIFY YOUR TRIP TO RELATIVITY FEST
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Justify Your Digital Pass to Relativity Fest 2022

Here’s a template you can use to persuade your manager that Relativity Fest 2022 will be well worth your time. Feel free to 
customize to your liking! 

Dear [Manager Name], 

I would like your approval to attend Relativity Fest 2022 virtually.  Relativity Fest brings together the global 
e-discovery and compliance communities – it's the premier conference of its kind every year. 

A digital pass to the conference is $399 USD per person and provides access to general and breakout sessions, 
networking opportunities, and digital sponsor booths. 

Attending the conference would be a great opportunity for me to connect, learn, and grow in my career – and  
I would bring all that knowledge back to the team here. Here are a few reasons I think it would be beneficial  
for me: 

1. Actionable Education. Relativity Fest offers more than 50 educational sessions over the three days, and I’ll also 
have the chance to earn up to 4 RCE credits toward my Relativity certification.  

2. Built-In Networking. In 2019, more than 2,000 experts and industry leaders from around the world attended 
Relativity Fest, offering invaluable opportunities for me to meet and connect with others in the industry. 

3. A Fresh Perspective. By bringing together pros from every discipline, Relativity Fest will help me see tough 
problems in a new way. 

I think the information I learn and connections I make will be well worth the expenditure. Let me know if you have  
any questions! 

Sincerely,  
[Your Name]
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